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specifically, for plugable (and other major brands), the new driver architecture caused
compatibility issues with usb ethernet adapters featuring the asix ax88179 chipset

used in our usb3-e1000 and usbc-e1000 adapters, among others. while we take their
plug and play functionality for granted, ethernet drivers are complex, and building
stable, performant drivers on the new dext architecture and the requisite new code

signing process, was not a trivial task. to install the new driver, connect your ethernet
adapter to your computer, and then follow these instructions to install the driver. we
recommend that you connect to a wired network first before installing the driver. a

few months and a couple of slightly modified versions later, we came up with a
solution that would satisfy the most demanding of hardware vendors and would be a
significant step forward for our customers. we tested the new design extensively and
are confident that it is ready for production. however, we have not tested all of the

scenarios that our customers will encounter, and if we don’t hear from you, we cannot
guarantee that your driver will work. the compaxe driver kit includes the compaxe
cwa 1300 driver, the compaxe universal driver, the compaxe usb driver, and the

compaxe usb kit. the compaxe cwa 1300 driver is fully supported on macos 10.12
(sierra), macos 10.13 (high sierra), macos 10.14 (mojave), and macos 10.15

(catalina). thank you for choosing supportplugable.com for your driver needs. if you
have a moment, please review the faqs on the apple support page, and submit a

support request for issues youve experienced using our driver.
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The DEXT driver is: Entirely contained within the macOS system Does not require any
external drivers Installs an identical functionality to the universal Apple USB Ethernet

adapter driver on macOS 10.12.6 Does the DEXT driver solve connectivity issues
caused by the new ASIX driver update? Yes, the DEXT driver is specifically designed
to provide the previously missing functionality that ASIX USB to Ethernet adapters

require to work correctly after updating to macOS 11 or macOS 10.13.6. What does
this driver do? The DEXT driver provides previously missing functionality for the ASIX
AX88179 chips that require external driver installation for a network connection by

default. It's important for MacBook and other users to use the DEXT Driver Extension
as a missing functionality on macOS 11 can cause unexpected issues with port

forwarding. What chipset does this driver work with? This DEXT driver is required for
ASIX AX88179 chips that require external driver installation for a network connection
by default. ASIX provides a universal driver for USB Ethernet Adapters using their on-

chip RX1 "AX88179 Ethernet MAC controller", but it leaves functionality behind on
macOS 11 or macOS 10.13.6 that require external drivers. What are the symptoms of
this problem? ASIX USB Ethernet Adapters don't function after updating to macOS 11
or macOS 10.13.6, but this is because of missing functionality on these devices that

requires external driver installation for a network connection. Unfortunately, this
functionality is specifically provided by ASIX's on-chip USB Ethernet MAC controller

"RX1" that leaves functionality behind on macOS. 5ec8ef588b
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